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								ABOUT THIS SITE
			This blog site is for people interested in 4-season hiking and ultra-light backpacking, snowshoeing and snow camping, gear, safety tips, trail food, PNW trails, etc.

This is a new blog, so subscribe now to encourage more content.
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	Tips for Selecting a Winter BackpackUltra-light gear is what makes winter backpacking possible. In the past people needed heavy gear to stay warm and that required pulling a sled or polk. The gear was too heavy and bulky to put it all in a backpack. Those days are gone, especially in mild winter temperatures such as are common in the […]

	Safety Tips for Packing a Winter BackpackPack your backpack however you like, but be aware of these safety tips. I’m sharing my method in case you are new to backpacking or having trouble transitioning from summer to winter hiking.

	Embrace the Winter NightDiscover the beauty of the night Getting out at night in the quiet is one of the high points of the winter backpacking experience. The snow reflects the moonlight and the winter nighttime landscape becomes radiant. When the moon is gone, the Milky Way arches across the sky, and most of the seemingly endless number of […]

	Tips for Staying Warm at CampThere is nothing more satisfying than being comfortable in extremely harsh weather. It is possible to be in below-freezing temperatures for multiple days without ever shivering or feeling cold. Staying warm in cold weather requires a combination of gear and skill. If you don’t have the appropriate gear you will be cold and uncomfortable. You […]
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